MINUTES
City of Alpena Planning Commission
Regular Meeting
July 11, 2017
Alpena, Michigan
CALL TO ORDER:
The regular meeting of the Planning Commission was called to order at 7:00 p.m. by Paul
Sabourin, Planning Commission Chairman.
ROLL CALL:
PRESENT:

PLANNING COMMISSION
Mitchell, VanWagoner, Boboltz, Sabourin, Lewis, Austin, Wojda, Kirschner

ABSENT:

Gilmore

STAFF:

Adam Poll (Director of Planning & Development), Don Gilmet (Building Official),
and Cassie Stone (Office Clerk).

Sabourin introduced Gretchen Kirschner as the newest member of the Planning Commission.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE:
Pledge of Allegiance was recited.
APPROVAL OF AGENDA:
Agenda approved as printed.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
June 13, 2017, minutes were approved as printed.
PUBLIC HEARING AND COMMISSION ACTION:
P.C. Case #17-SU-04
Sunrise Mission has filed a petition requesting a Special Land Use Permit to allow for the
construction of a 1,927 SF activity center attached to the rear of the existing structure at 622 W
Chisholm Street.
Background: In 2001 the Sunrise Mission received a special use permit to enlarge the original
structure at 622 W. Chisholm Street, doubling its capacity from 12 to 25 beds and in 2008 the
Mission was granted an additional special use permit to utilize the adjacent home at 616 W
Chisholm to house up to two families with no charge to the guests and expand their capacity to
33 beds. The property at 608 W Chisholm is owned by the Mission, but consists of 4 units that
are rented out, so it is not included in the special use permit that was granted to the Mission as
those rental units are open to anyone, and are regulated by the City’s rental registration and
inspection programs.
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The Mission is now requesting to allow the construction of a roughly 29’ x 64’ (1927 SF) activity
center attached to the rear of the existing structure at 622 W Chisholm Street. The applicant has
indicated that the activity center would be utilized for life skills training and congregate meals at
holidays. In addition, the applicants listed the uses including 12 step groups, Bible study classes,
and other classes for the residents and staff purposes only, with the exception of holiday meals.
The applicants had previously submitted a plan that required several variances for which hearings
took place at the February 25, 2015 Zoning Board of Appeals meeting. Those variances were
denied as the ZBA did not feel that the requests met the required variance standards. The case
was also presented to the Planning Commission in March of 2015 and was denied due to concerns
of lack of sufficient parking if the activity center was open to people outside the Mission. The
applicant’s once again applied for the variances previously requested in September of 2015 to
the ZBA with additional explanation of the need for the variances and the same site plan, and the
ZBA once again found that the standards for a variance were not met and denied the request.
The applicants have subsequently revised the proposed plan to eliminate any variances and do
not need to go before the ZBA. Because the proposed activity center expands the footprint of the
building they are required to amend their existing special use permit which requires approval
from the Planning Commission.
Zoning Issues: The property is currently zoned CCD Commercial Corridor District, which permits
Residential Human Care Facilities as Special Land Use Subject to Special Conditions (Special Use),
subject to Planning Commission approval following a public hearing. The conditions specific to
Residential Human Care Facilities are listed in the Zoning Ordinance:
A. LICENSE: Such facility shall have received a State of Michigan license to operate prior to seeking a
Special Use Permit under this Ordinance in those instances where a license is required by the State.
B. TIME LIMIT: Residency by persons shall be limited to a maximum of six (6) months in any one (1) year
period. Longer periods shall be permitted if directed by the court or if necessary to satisfactorily
complete prescribed rehabilitative treatments or if approved by the Planning Commission. Such facility
shall not become the full time residence for any person.
C. OCCUPANCY: The occupancy of such a facility shall not exceed twenty-five (25) persons, excluding the
supervisor(s).
D. SPACING: No such facility shall be located within two thousand five hundred feet (2500') of the
property line of a similar facility.
E. PARKING: Parking shall be provided for staff and residents based upon a level necessary to meet the
needs of the facility and agreed upon by City staff and the Planning Commission. The number of spaces
required shall be included in the Special Use Permit. If, in the future, the City determines that additional
parking is required, such a finding shall be provided in writing and shall be remedied by the facility
within sixty (60) days or a request submitted to the Planning Commission for modification.
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F. OUTDOOR PLAY SPACE: In those instances where child care is to be provided as a part of such facility,
not less than one hundred fifty (150) square feet of outdoor play space shall be provided per child. Such
play space shall be fenced.
G. SUPERVISOR: A supervisor designated by the operating agency shall be present at all times while the
facility is open for use. On-site staff shall be at a level sufficient to properly supervise residents.
H. HOURS: The facility shall be open to serve persons at designated hours, as approved by the Planning
Commission so as to discourage loitering outside such facility. Outside loitering shall not be permitted,
and will be subject to prosecution under City Ordinance.
I. GUEST REGISTER: When permitted by law, a guest register shall be kept with names of occupants and
dates and times of check-in and check-out for each occupant.
J. Specific rules and monitoring procedures for individuals entering/leaving the facility during late
evening and early morning hours shall be provided to the Building Official.
K. Any structure or part of a structure utilized as a shelter shall meet all health, fire and safety code
requirements of the State and City.

The Mission currently operates under these conditions and as the proposed activity center would
be part of the Mission, it would also be expected to operate under these conditions. The Mission
has indicated that they would accept a restriction of the special use permit that only residents of
the Mission would be allowed to utilize the activity center and would not be open to the public
with the exception of holiday meals where the Mission invites former residents and board
members. Normal residential care facilities require 1 parking space per bed and 1 space per staff
member. Being that the mission services individuals that generally do not drive, those
requirements seem excessive. The activity center would require 34 parking spaces. It would be
part of the mission, and would not be open to the public under the agreed upon condition.
Staffing levels at the mission are usually 2-3 employees at any given time.
Staff would note that the house located at 608 W Chisholm is not part of the Mission and is
available for anyone to rent, and is required by ordinance to provide 6 parking spaces. As it is
located in the CCD district, there is no minimum front yard setback as well as a 10’ rear and side
yard setback (if the side yard abuts an adjacent residential use) which could be met if the property
would be sold. The Mission has indicated it has no intention of selling the property in the future.
If the property were sold, it would have to include 8 of the parking spaces in order to meet
setback requirements, leaving the Mission with 12 parking stalls.
When reducing parking requirements for new construction of a new structure, the Planning
Commission must look at the proposed, as well as future use of the property, and consider the
possibility that the mission could move or cease operations in the future. If that occurs any other
potential use would have to be able to utilize the parking provided, if approved.
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Staff has inquired if the Mission has looked at alternatives to an onsite location, such as relocating
the entire Mission or the possibility of an off campus activity center. Mission representatives
have indicated that they have looked at both options and have cited the cost of a new facility to
be prohibitive. They have also indicated that the logistics of an off campus activity center would
be difficult as they would need to add additional staffing and would have to arrange
transportation to the activity center.
In reviewing the site plan further, the applicants are proposing to construct a 6’ privacy fence
along the alley that would create a visual barrier and restrict vehicles from entering and exiting
off the alley. The site plan also points out that there is an existing 6’ privacy fence at 117 S Seventh
Avenue (a single family rental home). Staff would ask that if approved that a condition be added
requiring a privacy fence along the alley, but also that the Mission install a 6’ tall privacy fence
along the property line of 117 S Seventh Avenue if the existing privacy fence (constructed by
owners of 117 N Seventh Ave) ceases to exist.
Staff would note there is not a lot coverage maximum in the Commercial Corridor District like
there is within most residential districts. This means that there is no required yards beyond
required setbacks and the required play area for the Special Use Permit. Parking is required to be
located in the side or rear of the buildings in the CCD district along Chisholm Street and, with the
exception of the handicap accessible parking stall (which already exists), the proposed parking
does meet the location requirements.
Recommendation: The Sunrise Mission provides an important service for Northeast Michigan.
They assist a population that is often underserved, and have done so for 25 years. The desire to
increase the space for services available to those they assist is commendable. As the Mission is
not requesting any space for additional beds, this analysis pertains to the impact of the requested
activity center and the long term land use issues that the activity center may or may not produce.
The Sunrise Mission does offer an important and sometimes underappreciated service to our
community. They have made a number of efforts over the last few years to make this activity
center a reality. To that end they have redesigned the layout to eliminate any needed variances
and received a special use permit for the property at 608 W Chisholm. The applicants have
indicated they have agreed to the conditions to restrict access to the activity center to residents
of the Mission and staff with the exception of holidays and provide screening along the alley. The
proposed activity center would appear to meet the supplemental requirements of the Zoning
Ordinance.
Therefore, based on the reasons listed above, staff recommends approval of the request for a
Special Land Use Permit for the construction of a 64’ x 29’ (1,927 SF) activity center with the
following conditions:
1) A 6 foot tall privacy fence is installed along the entire length of the alley that and along
the sides of the rear property (if the existing privacy fences are removed at 117 N Seventh
and along the rear yard of Burgies at 628 W Chisholm Street). The fence must be stained
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or painted with the finished side facing toward the outside if applicable. If any gate is
installed in the fence it must be kept locked and only utilized by Mission staff.
2) The activity center is restricted to current residents of the Mission and Staff of the Mission
including board members with the exception of holiday congregate meals.
3) The number of holidays for congregate meals is restricted to 4 per year and only
individuals affiliated with the mission attend.
4) Lighting for the parking area is required but must be kept on the premises and cannot be
directed onto surrounding properties.
Mike Vogler (Representing Sunrise Mission) explained that all that is really happening with this
request is that the existing space that currently resides at Sunrise Mission will receive a room and
(4) walls. This allows the current residents and staff to have more space. There are currently
(25) people that are cramped into a small space. Vogler feels that the parking needs are minimum
and that there are plenty of parking spaces the people that frequent the Mission could utilize.
Vogler also states that this addition would be an extensive improvement for what the space looks
like today to what it will eventually look like in the near future. Volger stated his problem with
the gate being locked and only accessible by staff as it is not that way now. It is not a prison or a
half-way house it is a homeless shelter and has been there for a very long time and at this point
has every initiative of remaining there.
FAVOR:
John Ritter, Sunrise Mission Director, 14145 E. Grand Lake Rd, stated this addition has not been
an easy task and the Mission staff has worked very hard trying to get approval from the Zoning
Board and from the City. The biggest reason for wanting this addition is to provide people more
space to congregate for meals, meetings and classes. Ritter feels this would be a great asset for
the mission on utilizing the space that they already have and to better serve the quests that they
have.
Robian Durdik, Board of Directors for the Mission, 3120 Hodgins Rd, stated that board meetings
are currently being held in one of the family rooms where quests might be occupying and
personal belongings are exposed. Meals are extremely crowded and others have volunteered to
come in and help serve meals but the space is too limited to allow. Durdik adds that this is not
an increase in beds or a way to expand the number of people that are being served. It is simply
a way to offer more room for the quests.
Gilmet explained briefly what the layout of the Mission looks like. He goes on to state that it is
very cramped and although the Mission tries to utilize the space that is available it interferes with
everyday happenings with quests while they are trying to develop life skills.
Paula Welling, 9250 Schultz Rd, stated that she is a board member and also a retired nurse
practitioner from Alcona Health Center. Welling stated that it is very hard to understand how a
person can get to the position of being at the Mission but adds that there is a huge need to these
people to have further education and skills so that they can get back into the community. An
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area where these skills could be more focused on instead of all the interruptions that are taken
place would be very valued.
OPPOSITION:
Angie Skiba, 635 River St, states once again on record that is adamantly opposed to the proposed
building. Skiba describes having to have 2 people from the Mission removed from her residence.
Skiba describes the guests that stay at the Mission is not something that will help Alpena in a
positive way. Guests of the Mission frequent the soup kitchen to eat and AA meetings are held
at St. Bernard adding that the proposed activity center is not needed. Skiba questioned what has
changed from the past on the zoning issues that would allow this to pass? Parking has not
changed. Skiba also questioned if this request shall pass can language be written in that would
state that no more beds can be added, no more additions or the Mission would have to move
out of town? There is a lot of foot traffic but are they are actually seeking jobs? Skiba also
questions if the Mission outgrows the current location how would the building be beneficial for
the City in the future? Skiba asked Poll how many current parking spaces are there. Poll answered
with undefined because it is accentually a yard. Skiba asked that the Planning Commission that
they individually drive through the property and inspect it themselves.
Sabourin closed the public hearing for Planning Commission deliberation. (7:39)
COMMISSIONER’S DISCUSSION AND ACTION:
Sabourin read the opposition letter that Poll received from John Lappan. Poll stated that the
topic of discussion for today’s meeting is the activity center and the Mission as it stands already
exists and they already have a special use permit. Evaluations of whether or not they should be
operable is not in question. As far as the difference between this request and past requests are
that the Mission is limiting the use to residents and staff with the exemptions of the 4 holiday
meals but currently they already host the 4 holiday meals.
Wojda questioned the fence that is being recommended. Would the rear yard be fully enclosed
with no exit apart from a gate that might be there if the fence being installed along the entire
length of the alley and along the sides of the rear property (if the existing privacy fences are
removed) Poll stated that was what staff was recommending. A 6 foot tall privacy fence is already
shown on the applicant’s plans. Poll added that foot traffic was a concern and that staff
recommended if a gate was installed in the fence that it be kept locked and only utilized by
Mission staff. Wojda questioned if there would be a safety concern if there was a gate allowed
and it was locked and available to staff only and something tragic happened. Would people be
able to get out? Gilmet said it was not a concern and that if a fire truck had to go through a
wooden fence they would. The front of the building is the public way to exit. Lewis stated that
the fence is only shown where the parking is. Poll stated that the condition staff is recommending
is that the fence be the entire length of the alley. Mitchell asked if the site plan showing the
building and parking was the official site plan and if the Mission was planning on paving. Poll
answered yes to both. Mitchell questioned if there would be sufficient spacing for emergency
personnel to access the facility? Gilmet stated that one of the driveways is an (11) foot wide and
the other is (12) foot driveway. Mitchell also questioned where the snow would be stored? Poll
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stated that the snow storage will be limited. Mitchell questioned about building over the lines in
which Lewis stated if property is owned by the same person you can build over the lines. In which
case it sells it has to be sold as one piece if it’s built over the line. It wouldn’t be able to be divided
unless you could divide in some way to meet the setback around the building. Mitchell also
questioned about the special use permit precluding the requirements for ordinances pertaining
to parking? Poll stated that he had earlier in the meeting read the clause regarding residential
human care facilities. Poll added that yes as long they abide by the parking standard which reads
parking shall be provided for staff, residents based upon the level necessary to meet the needs
of the facility and agreed upon by staff and planning commission. Mitchell also asked if there
was a designated handicap parking spot out back of the building in which Poll answered as of
now there is only one out front. Gilmet added that a handicap parking spot would have to be
provided barrier free because they are developing a new parking lot. Gilmet stated that a
handicapped parking sport would have to be 15 feet wide. Austin questioned for the holiday
gatherings how are the 50 people getting there? Poll stated that they are already dealing with
the holiday gatherings now and the traffic has not increased. There are many parking spots that
are close to the Mission that would be closed for holidays where parking could take place. Gilmet
used the County Courthouse for an example. Mitchell asked if any of the private local businesses
have been contacted to see if parking at their facilities while they are closed be ok to allow for
the over flow from the Mission parking? Poll answered not at this time. Gilmet added that if this
special use is passed the parking lot will be paved and should alleviate the problems with quick
pick up and drop offs of residents and staff at the Burgies location. Gilmet pointed out on the
map where the snow would be kept. Once the snow is in excess it will be hauled out like all the
other parking lots in town. Lewis asked Gilmet if there was a person capacity for these buildings.
Gilmet stated yes and replied if you look at the activities room which is 741 square feet. If that’s
tables and chairs you can divide it by 15 (49) and that becomes the occupancy of that specific
space. Gilmet added that if it was for business use you would take the square feet and divide by
100 which would be 1 per 100 square feet person occupancy. When referring to businesses,
occupancy does not have to be posted. Austin asked if classes currently were only held for
residents in which Ritter answered yes. Wojda asked Ritter who the holiday meals were open to
referencing from the condition recommended of only individuals affiliated with the mission could
attend. Ritter replied current quests and former quests, staff and maybe some volunteers. Ritter
added that it is not like the soup kitchen and is not open to the community. Ritter also added
that some things were said earlier that were simply not true about the Mission. Ritter stated that
the Mission has been accused of a lot of things for example having a bus go downstate and pick
people up, providing people with bus tickets for people to come to town. People do not show
up from downstate and the Mission does not work with a doctor to bring people in that are
mentally ill. Ritter agreed that they do work with Department of Corrections on allowing some
people that have previously been in trouble and now have a right to be back in the community
but most do not have a place to stay. Ritter feels that the Mission is probably the best option for
those people referencing to the enforcements of a 10:00 p.m. curfew and not allowing a person
on drugs or alcohol to enter in the Mission. The percentage of people who stay at the Mission
and are on probation is very low.
The Mission consist mostly of people that lost their job, divorced, burnt out or mental problems.
Ritter also added that a lot of the ambulance calls is because of medical reasons related to
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diabetes, mental health or meltdowns. Ritter added that he has currently been at the Mission
for 18 years and has never personally seen over 5 vehicles parked there. For an example, Ritter
said last week the Mission had 30 people and only had 3 cars, stating there has never been a
parking problem at the Mission. Residents that can’t afford a place to stay definitely cannot
afford a car payment and insurance. Boboltz questioned why would the requirements for the 6
foot tall fence be a recommended condition because of the requested activity center addition?
There is currently no request now for a fence back there. Gilmet stated that it was the City’s
recommendation. Ritter replied that the fence is no problem to put up. On the other side of the
alley has always had a wall of fence for as long as he can remember. VanWagoner asked the
percentage amount that was on probation at the Mission and Ritter answered with 5% at any
given time. Poll stated that it was mentioned that under the conditions it state that no more
beds are allowed. Poll added that adding more beds would be an amendment to the special
permit meaning it would have to come back before the Planning Commission but an addition is
that it is also a zoning variance. The Zoning Board of Appeals approval would be needed to make
that happen. Skiba added that she could provide police reports and other happenings that have
took place at the Mission. Sabourin stated that she was more than welcome to submit them to
the City. Sabourin asked Ritter that the count of quests keeps rising. Started at 12 quests then
went to 25 and now is at 33. What will happen if the Mission outgrows the amount it can handle?
Where will it go from there? Have alternative locations been considered? Ritter stated that they
do a projection on bed nights and figure out a 5 year plan. He feels that the Mission has adequate
space at least for the next 5 years. Other facilities have been looked at for a new location but
have not been feasible in regards to the amount of money being asked for the buildings. If special
use permit is approved Ritter would like to start as soon as possible.
Wojda motioned that the special use permit be approved with the conditions set forth but add
two changes. Strike the last sentence of number one and add a new sentence that reads a gate
may be installed in the fence. On condition number three add a sentence that reads “individuals
affiliated” means residents, staff members, members of the board of directors, former residents,
members of the public serving as volunteers. Seconded by Boboltz.
Yays: Mitchell, Kirschner, Austin, Wojda, Sabourin, VanWagoner, Boboltz, Lewis
Nays: None
Absent: Gilmore
Motion passed by a 8-0 vote.
BUSINESS:

Review Sample Sign Ordinance

Poll sated that he hasn’t made a great deal of progress on this. Poll added that he has begun
talking with DDA in regards to any downtown changes that they would like to see. Window
signage has been brought up and how that can be regulated. Poll also added that he is still trying
to get more information from NEMCOG in regards to what other communities are doing
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